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SAFETY MESSAGE

PAUL HEALY
President,
Redpath
Americas

SAFETY COMES DOWN TO
PROTECTING OUR PEOPLE
As we wrap up this challenging year
and place 2022 in our sights, it is
ever-so-important that we maintain
our focus on the safety and wellbeing of the most essential factor for
success at Redpath, our people.
Each shift, thousands of mothers,
fathers, sisters, brothers, husbands,
wives, sons and daughters arrive
poised and ready to complete safe
work for Redpath and our clients
around the globe. Safe work is a
broad term that seems simple but
surely comes with its challenges.
To me, safe work must start from a
solid foundation of a well-done risk
assessment, safe work procedure or
job hazard analysis. It is imperative
that we provide our underground
mining professionals the opportunity
to fully understand their task, the
hazards they may face, and that we
communicate the controls we expect
them to follow to protect themselves
and their colleagues.
It is also critical to note the effect of
change in this industry. Change is
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constant in our business, not only
from an operational perspective
but more importantly when viewed
from the safety lens. We must train
ourselves to constantly monitor
workplaces for change and respond
effectively to prevent an incident.

These important techniques secure
our ability to return to our friends
and loved ones, safe and healthy
after each shift. Let’s be proactive by
focusing on risk and responding to
change in order to protect each other,
today and into 2022.

There are some important questions
we need to periodically ask ourselves
to ensure that changing conditions or
practices never cause an injury:
1
What is different about this
workplace or methodology from
yesterday or the last rotation?

2
Have I rectified all the hazards
which have the potential to
injure someone?

3
Is the risk assessment, safe work
procedure or job hazard analysis
still applicable for the work I’m
doing today?

4
What Fatal/critical risks apply to
the work I’m about to do and what
controls must I follow?

5
Do my co-workers and I have the
right mindset to work safely today?
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REDPATH'S RAISEBORING
CAPABILITIES
- A SOURCE OF PRIDE
It is with a great deal of pride that I
write about Redpath’s raiseboring
capabilities which I know are second
to none in the entire world. Our fleet
of raise drills is the most modern
in the world and, as such, we are
able to provide significant cost

The transformation of Redpath from
a predominantly regional competitor
to a truly global competitor in the
raiseboring market has been exciting
to be a part of. Fifteen years ago,
Redpath’s fleet consisted of small- to
mid-capacity drills and the need to
provide our clients with a broader
range of services drove us to design
and build the Redbore 100, the pride
of our fleet, which we deployed in
2008. The day we christened the
‘Queen Louise’, the world’s largest
capacity raise drill, is a day I remember
very clearly and it brings back great
memories. I was so proud of the
Redpath team that day!
Following the successful deployment
of the Redbore 100, the Redpath 90

Updates from Nezhinsky mine Pg. 18

The benefits of bolting with a Jumbo
Pg. 16

The transformation of Redpath from a predominantly
regional competitor to a truly global competitor in the
raiseboring market has been exciting to be a part of.
effectiveness to our clients due to the
compact size and energy efficiency of
our drills.

drills were developed and are working
with great success around the world
today.
In recent years, we have been
successful doing large raiseboring
projects in Australia, Canada, Chile,
Ghana, Indonesia, Mongolia, South
Africa, and the United States for
most of the world’s top tier mining
companies.
The Redpath raiseboring team have
been very innovative in their approach
to the development of the Redbore
line of drills and I look forward to more
innovative ideas being developed and
deployed to the field in the years to
come.

Continued progress at Evolution
Bateman in Red Lake Pg. 14

Upgrades to the Mobile Equipment
Shop in North Bay, Canada Pg. 5

Enjoy this issue of the “Advance” and
learning about Redpath’s raiseboring
capabilities!
Louise Young and George Flumerfelt
during the launch of the Redbore 100
(aka The Queen Louise.)

redpathmining.com

Raiseboring at Kidd Mine, Canada Pg. 9
DECEMBER 2021
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GLOBAL COMMUNITY

HEAD OFFICE

AFRICA
REDPATH'S AFRICA OFFICE
GIVES BACK
Mandela Day is celebrated in South
Africa every year on July 18, in
recognition of the former South
African President Nelson Mandela's
contribution to the culture of peace
and freedom. Mandela Day has
become a global movement to
honour his life’s work and to change
the world for the better. In the
spirit of taking action and inspiring
change, each year on Mandela
Day, Redpath's head office in Africa
visits Mvelaphanda Pre-School - an
underprivileged school based in the
community of Tembisa, Gauteng
Province. In the past, the team
has assisted with upgrades to the
severely under-resourced school
and has donated several items. This
year, owing to COVID-19 restrictions,
the team was not able to carry out
upgrades to the school; however,
a number of items were donated,
including stationery supplies, hand
sanitizer and cleaning products.
Despite not being able to spend time
with the school children, the team
was still overjoyed to be able to give
back to the community of Tembisa.

Lawrence, a Redpath Mining South
Africa icon, visiting the school.
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The Raiseboring and Engineering Workshop's dedicated team.

RAISEBORING AND
ENGINEERING
WORKSHOP
ACHIEVEMENTS
Redpath Africa’s Raiseboring
and Engineering Workshop in
Alberton (Gauteng, South Africa)
is where all of Africa’s Redbore
Raisebore equipment is serviced,
repaired and stored. This year, the
workshop doubled in size, when
additional machines from Chile
arrived. The dedicated team at
the workshop has many recent
accomplishments to be proud
of; in July 2021, the workshop
celebrated four years LTI-free.
It was also one of the areas that
was physically visited during the
recent International Organization
for Standardization (ISO)
Recertification Audit for Redpath
Africa. Redpath Africa would like
to congratulate Neil Maloney
(Mechanical Foreman) and his
workshop team for their great
work. A word of thanks also goes
to the team providing technical
support to the workshop, including
Johan Huyser (Project Engineer,
Raiseboring), Paul Opperman
(Technical Specialist) and Sudesh
Deonarain (General Manager –
Engineering). Finally, thank you to
the SHEQT team for their support
and assistance, as well as to the
employees of this winning team!

A TRIBUTE TO GWEN
MALAMA
It is with deep sadness that the
Redpath Africa family says goodbye
to Gwen Malama. Gwen, who was
a treasured member of staff in the
Zambia region, sadly passed away in
July 2021.
Regardless of what capacity Gwen
was serving in, she endeavoured to
perform to her best. She possessed
a rare set of skills of wanting
to harmonize everyone at the
workplace and was always willing to
go above and beyond. Gwen was
an outstanding HR practitioner, but
above all, she was a rare gem of a
human being.

The late Gwen Malama

AMERICAS

We are very proud of our crews for
handling these challenges safely.

REDPATH CANADA
- MOBILE SHOP
UPGRADES IN
NORTH BAY
Redpath Canada has broken
ground for a new shop that will
more than double the company's
repair space. The shop will be
tooled to suit the large and heavy
equipment of the Redpath fleet.
To support the effort, the existing
shop is getting:

REDPATH USA - SWITCHING
GEARS AT STILLWATER MINE
Simultaneous Demobilization and
Mobilization
Redpath USA Corporation has
completed 5 years at the Benbow
project at the Stillwater mine without
any lost time injuries. The project has
consisted of approximately 7,000 feet
of decline development. During the
7,000 feet of development, the crew

had many challenges including highpressure, high volume ground water
and changing ground conditions. As
the Benbow project winds down to
completion, Redpath USA has been
awarded a second project; lower
off-shaft west development work
on the Nye side of the Stillwater
Mine. This means that, as Benbow
starts demobilization, Redpath will
simultaneously mobilize over to the
Nye side of the mine. Redpath USA
looks forward to starting the work at
this second project at Stillwater mine.

For more Canadian updates, please see page 14-15 for Evolution Bateman.

•
•
•
•

an electrical upgrade
a new ventilation system
a new wash bay
a large enclosed paint booth

Other new programs put in
place at the shop include:
5S program (Sort, Set in
Order, Shine, Standardize,
Sustain), reducing the potential
for safety incidents and improving
efficiency
Equipment MOC process
(Management of Change), to
ensure equipment changes are
documented
Equipment NCR (NonConformance Report) process
to give sites a means to
communicate equipment
problems, all towards continuous
improvement of processes
CAM (Capital Asset
Management) system
New scheduling system to
help give more accurate dates for
equipment supply

The new Mobile Shop in North Bay will be optimized to suit Redpath's large and
heavy equipment.

redpathmining.com

These improvements will elevate
the Mobile Shop to a best-inclass facility for Redpath.

DECEMBER 2021
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ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT EXPANDED
RESPONSIBILITIES AT
FREEPORT

MONGOLIA
SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY
OF CHUTE TO TX02 AT OYU
TOLGOI
On September 17, 2021, Dayan UDS
successfully delivered a 47-tonne
chute from TX01 staging area to the
final installation location at TX02 (a
distance of 1.2 kms). The chute is
required for the construction and
commissioning of TX02 – a critical
path for Panel 0 material handling
system (handling 100,000 tons of
material per day), due in January
2022. A number of challenges
were overcome including roadway
preparation, relocation/removal of
services and ventilation bags, rigging
set up that required extensive manual
handling, maneuvering around tight
corners and walls, and the lack
of overhead lifting support. These
challenges were overcome thanks to
a team effort, a well-organized plan,
skilled operators and a detailed risk
assessment.

Dayan Underground Shotfirer preparing
for blast initiation using electronic
blasting system.

OYU TOLGOI
SUCCESSFULLY CHANGES
UNDERGROUND BLASTING
SYSTEM
September 2021 marks six months
since the successful changeover
and implementation of the electronic
underground blasting system from
the previous electric system, at
Oyu Tolgoi. This electronic blasting
system was introduced as part of the
continuous improvement project in
order to achieve greater accuracy
and significantly greater timing
flexibility than traditional pyrotechnics.
Led by the Dayan Engineering Team,
and in collaboration with Orica,
the changeover was completed
within one month from the initial
planning to implementation. Since
the changeover, lateral development
rounds have achieved improved
fragmentation and vibration control,
resulting in the overall overbreak
percentage being reduced by 5%.
The number of misfire incidents has
also been minimized.

DAYAN NAMES 2020'S BEST
ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
Congratulations goes to Olzbayar
Oyuntsetseg (QAQC Engineer) on
winning Dayan's Best Engineer
of 2020! Second place went to
Tsogtsaikhan Boldsaikhan (Drilling
and Blasting Engineer), followed by
third place to Ganbaatar Oyungerel
(Senior Drilling and Blasting
Engineer).
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The Redpath Electrical
Department is a division within
PT Redpath Indonesia, situated
at the Freeport mining complex
in Papua, Indonesia. The
department’s initial scope was
to provide electrical services
to support the development of
the AB Tunnels project in 2004.
From an initial four expatriate
employees, today the department
has 114 highly skilled employees,
108 of whom are nationals and
six are expatriates. Two national
Superintendents with a combined
30 years of experience at Freeport
currently manage the department.
In addition to providing electrical
support to tunnel development,
the department also provides
geotechnical assistance,
communication infrastructure,
construction services and
pumping infrastructure. These
services are critical to the
Grasberg Block Cave and Deep
Mill Level Zone underground
mining operations.

Noteworthy installations include:
700 KMS
29 ROCK
JUMBO
BREAKERS
EXTENSION
WITH ELECTRIC
CABLES
INSTALLATION
installed to-date for GBC production

Olzbayar accepts his award.

700 SITES
2003
WITH ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS
SET UP,
OF VARIOUS
powered up for STARTER BOXES
raiseboring

HEAD OFFICE

AUSTRALIA
Centre on the surface of the mine, or
the second Automation Centre located
in a secure underground
work zone.

RCT truck and a loader at sunset.

Photo credit: RCT Global

AUTONOMOUS FLEET
EXCELS AT ROTHSAY
Redpath Australia recently used the
industry-leading, proven, autonomous
and interoperable mining fleet, rolled
out at the Rothsay Gold Mine in
Western Australia, in partnership with
smart technology specialist RCT.
Operators can manage the loader
fleet from either the Automation

Redpath General Manager, Rory
Burke, said that the successful
implementation of automating the
narrow vein loader fleet at the
Rothsay Gold Mine is integral for
the success of the mine. Being able
to operate multiple loaders from the
surface greatly improves safety and
productivity and especially provides
operators with a more ergonomic
and comfortable position from which
to operate the loaders, said Rory
Burke. The ease of set up has been
very impressive and we look forward
to continuously improving output in
production and development loading.

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Redpath Australia has continued
to roll out Mental Health and
Suicide prevention training to
more than 140 staff during 2021
with our charity partners, MATES
in Mining at Mt Carlton and
Olympic Dam.
140 EMPLOYEES
TRAINED
This training is an essential part
of developing strong mental
health support networks across
each of our sites. It forms the
backbone of the “Strength in
Numbers” Mental Health and Well
Being program.
Complementing this program is
our “500 for Zero” safety initiative
where we have committed to
donate $500 for every week we
record zero injuries on all sites.
$8,500 RAISED
AS OF JULY 31, 2021

PROJECT WIN!

General Manager Metalliferous Rory
Burke at the Mount Isa Mines Rodeo,
an event sponsored by Redpath
Australia.

redpathmining.com

Redpath Australia is excited to announce that it has been awarded
the Cut and Flit Development Contract for Whitehaven Coal Pty
Ltd at Narrabri Coal Operations in New South Wales, Australia.
Situated south-east of Narrabri on the North West Slopes in New
South Wales, the Narrabri Coal Operations mine site is one of
Australia’s most productive underground coal mines.

DECEMBER 2021
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MINER DETAILS: GRADUATE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
REDPATH DEVELOPS
FUTURE LEADERS IN
MINING
By: Mitch Gowland,
Operations Manager, Metalliferous

days of professional development and
networking. The young professionals
are part of Redpath's Graduate
Development Program. A diverse range
of challenges were put in front of them,
to build on their already established
leadership and teamwork skills.

There is no doubt,
based on these
young engineers' aptitude
and attitude, Redpath’s
future is in good hands.

Graduates built their critical thinking
skills through challenging group work.

professionally and personally.
The ultimate goal is to develop
the graduates' management and
technical skills by providing the
training and experience required
to successfully complete their First
Class Mine Managers Certificate of
Competence.
There are currently 14 Redpath
Graduates covering a diverse
range of skill sets including
Safety; Lachlan O’Leary, Liam
Johns, Mining Engineering; Riley
McAneney, Damien Abrahams,
John Athanassiou, James Curwood,
Dominic Rosier, Cody Clementi,
Patrick Macri, Jaswanth Thoklala and
Civil Engineering; Callum Farr, Sean
Fitzgerald, Chris Turner, Mechanical
Engineering; Michael Monahan.
The scale of this event demonstrates
Redpath’s commitment to ensuring
our emerging leaders are mentored
and provided with support during
their development. There is no doubt,
based on these young engineers'
aptitude and attitude, that Redpath’s
future is in good hands.

An enthusiastic group of 14 multidisciplined graduates from fields
including Mining, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering, as well
as Occupational Health and
Safety, recently joined Redpath
management in Brisbane for two
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The refreshed Redpath Graduate
Development Program is a three year
platform designed to complement
our young professionals’ academic
education. It will also ensure that
graduates joining Redpath continue
to grow and be challenged both

Applications for the 2023 intake
of the Redpath Graduate
Development Program will open in
March 2022.

Our fleet is also of low

Being an OEM also has
additional benefits: We
can take on challenging
projects as we have the
ability to customize our
equipment to suit unique
client requirements. We also
stock a complete range of
spares to support our clients
globally. This ensures that the

irst of all, our machines
are designed with a
specific focus on safety
and productivity. All our
machines are equipped
with modern technology
and mechanical rod
handlers, resulting in safer
operations and minimized
risk exposure for our
employees.

We take pride in our exceptional
standards for operations and safety.
This approach is the foundation of our success.
profile and compact
design. This facilitates
transportation underground
and requires smaller
excavation sizes, which
result in significant savings
for our clients.
Another major benefit is
that Redpath Raiseboring is
both an original equipment
manufacturer and also
a contractor. This allows
us to use our contracting
experience to continuously
improve and optimize the
design of our machines.
Our extensive and versatile

REDPATH
RAISEBORING
Leading the way
in technology and
experience.

availability of the fleet is kept
above normally accepted
standards.
Q. How is Redpath different
from its competitors?
We take pride in our
exceptional standards for
operations and safety. This
approach is the foundation
of our success. We have
an unrivaled safety
performance within our
industry and we live by
the principle of "Safety
First, Last and Always".

It is of critical importance
to us to provide a level of
service that exceeds normally
accepted standards. We put
a strong focus on providing
accurate schedules and
budgets. In short, we deliver
what we promise.
I also believe our collaborative
approach, experience and
expertise are determining
factors for our clients. The fact
that we have a whole team of
professionals under the same
roof, from in-house engineers
and service technicians, to
management consultants and
operations personnel, has
been critical when working
(Continues on next page).

General
Manager,
Redpath
Raiseboring
Limited

JOHAN DAVEL

CONTINUES TO GAIN GROUND

RAISEBORING

F

product range is a result of
that endeavour. We have
designed and manufactured
raise drills for over thirty five
years at Redpath's facilities in
North Bay in Canada.

REDPATH

redpathmining.com

Q. What are the benefits
of using Redpath's
Redbore drills?

DECEMBER 2021
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BRYAN MAILLE

with our clients to solve unique
challenges. This team spirit and
experience have paved the way to
long-standing partnerships and recordbreaking milestones, such as at Niobec
and Macassa mines earlier this year.
Q. Where do you see the raiseboring
business in the future?
I am very optimistic about the future.
As a contractor we will continue to
grow our footprint and reputation as
the preferred raiseboring contractor in
the industry. As a drill manufacturer,
our raiseboring product line will
continue to expand, and so will our
service offering.
Overall, there are lots of opportunities.
We are noticing a healthy influx of
orders all over the world, in particular
in Africa and Australia. Automation
and mobile applications will continue
to gain in importance and Redpath
is well-positioned to apply these
technologies and increase our market
share.
I can confidently say that for any
client who is looking to get a job done
safely and on time, in the next five to
ten years, Redpath Raiseboring will
continue to be the company of
choice.
FALL, 2021

Manager
Sales &
Training,
Redpath
Raiseboring
Limited

REVIEW AND FORECAST:
CUSTOMIZED DESIGNS WILL
CONTINUE TO COMPLEMENT OUR
BASE FLEET

J

ust like many other global
departments, Redpath
Raiseboring’s Sales team has seen
a fluctuating demand and many
changes – almost on a quarterly
basis - due to COVID-19. Despite
the added challenges during the last
two years, Redpath Raiseboring has
fared well. Our raiseboring shop is
in a strong position to meet client
demands and successfully satisfy
new product inquiries, including those
involving design editions that will
complement the existing fleet.
Some of the activities and challenges
during the last couple of years
include:

EARLY - MID 2020 - In light of
pending limitations of workforce
and deliveries, the department
made extra efforts to secure quick
deliveries and sales transactions.
This resulted in sales in Mongolia,
where Redpath Australia ended
up playing an important role, as
Mongolian employees got to visit
Redpath Australia sites to receive
hands-on training. Redpath
Raiseboring also supported an
extensive maintenance planning
schedule to complement the site
standard software packages during
this time.
LATE 2020 - Redpath Raiseboring
geared up production and secured
a sale in South America, swiftly

In the Arctic, Redpath raisebored the
first raise in permafrost, and completed
surface raises during February and
March when temperatures plummeted
below -40°C. Redpath has a proven
track record of conducting raiseboring
contracts under difficult conditions.

2021 - Completed a 1,010m deep x 3.7m
diameter ventilation raise; the longest
ever completed in the Americas and
in the Northern Hemisphere (Macassa
Mine, Kirkland Lake, ON).

2021 – Secured the sale of six Redbore raise
drills destined for the Chilean market. Four
Redbore 50 MDURH model machines, and
two Redbore 60UR and Redbore 65 models
respectively, were sold.

SUMMER, 2021

The Redbore 80 is excavating a 110m
x 3m raise at Kidd Mine in Timmins,
Canada. The raise will bring fresh air to
the mine's deepest workings.
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Redpath's Redbore 70 drill at
Greenside Colliery, Mpumalanga,
South Africa.

REDPATH'S
REDBORE
RAISE DRILL
FLEET
redpathmining.com

bringing Redpath’s proven drills into
existing production facilities, securing
the mine’s future revenues.
EARLY 2021 - Redpath secured
a raisebore sale in central Asia for
the first time in years of quoting.
The client was new to Redpath with
the lead coming from all the good
work our company has done around
the world. The drill was delivered
and was recently commissioned.
An extended training package

with drilling standards that adhere
to global COVID protocols has
been developed and is ready to be
implemented.
MID 2021 - COVID restrictions were
extended, and the Raiseboring sales
team was back to support services.
Redpath’s fleet continued to conduct
productive contract work on many
infrastructure projects, with several
major milestones recorded during this
period.

2021 - Completed an 875m deep x
6.3m diameter ventilation raise; the
largest ever completed in the Americas
and in the Northern Hemisphere
(Niobec Mine, Saint-Honoré, QC)

LATE 2021 - A number of large,
long-term capital projects are up for
tender and Redpath is well-positioned
to supply equipment for these major
contracts.
The last couple of years prove that
Redpath’s Raiseboring team can
adjust quickly to meet client demands
and challenges, and that we can work
to the highest standards, even under
more regulated COVID directives.

Despite the added challenges during the last
two years, Redpath Raiseboring has fared
well. Our raiseboring shop is in a strong position to
meet client demands and successfully satisfy new
product inquiries.

2010 - Completed an 845m x 6.1m diameter raise, 5th
largest ever bored, North America’s largest ever (IAMGOLD,
Westwood, QC).

2016 - Completed the first 1.8m
diameter upream raise (PT
Freeport, Indonesia). Redpath
has worked continuously in the
mountains of Papua, Indonesia
since 1981, and has excavated
raises inside adits at an elevation
of 4,100m (13,451ft).

2021 - Completed a 220m
x 7.3m diameter raise at
Impumelelo Mine, the biggest
diameter ever done in Africa.

1992 – Set Canadian record for
longest and largest diameter
raise at 609.6m x 3.65m
(Falconbridge, Sudbury, ON).

HARD AT WORK ALL
OVER THE WORLD.
redpathmining.com

2021 - The single largest project by value in
Redpath's history was awarded to Redpath
Australia. This significant raisebore contract
is located in New South Wales (southeastern
Australia).

DECEMBER 2021
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T

he R&D Department at
Redpath Raiseboring
develops new systems
that are mainly focused on
improving safety, expanding our
capabilities and doing things
more effectively.

Redpath uses the RailRunner to do
mechanized raise climber face inspections.

We respond to requests from
Operations, but sometimes we
proactively develop a new gizmo
or process that we think will be
of use – another “wrench” in the
toolbox.
These are some of the
recent projects that the R&D
Department has completed
successfully:

The Falling Object Protective Structure is
large enough for two crew members.

The R&D
Department
also dedicates
considerable efforts
on hardware and
software solutions
aimed at automating
certain functions of
our machines.

STEPHEN KORSKI

Manager
Research and
Development

MECHANIZED RAIL CLIMBER
(MRC) FACE INSPECTION
ROBOT, THE RAILRUNNER

The RailRunner was developed
with a local firm, SafeSight, to
provide a means of doing an inspection
on the face of a raise. The robot climbs
the support rail, hits the end plate, backs
up a set distance and records a 4K
video file. The robot can also do a full
video scan of the raise. The RailRunner
provides a safety function where the
face can be inspected by reviewing the
high-quality video before anyone leaves
the nest. If the blast didn’t break well
or there are other issues, the crew will
know in advance and will be able to plan
appropriately. A number of contractors,
including Redpath, use the RailRunner to
do an MRC face inspection on a regular
basis.
FALLING OBJECT PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURE (FOPS) TO SERVICE
REAMERS
We use a Safety Curtain with overlapping
conveyor belts to service a reamer –
either when installing or removing the
reamer, or when changing cutters. If
the raise is less than around 30m high,
there isn’t enough flexibility in the drill
string to pull the reamer under the brow.
Under those conditions, we wanted an
alternative to the existing systems using
a balloon or an Armtec structure that
needs to be built on site. We invented a
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portable FOPS, much like what you
see protecting the operator on mobile
equipment underground. In this case,
the FOPS is large enough for two crew
members to stand upright and for any
tooling they may need. The FOPS is
chained securely to the lip of a scoop
bucket. The crew members enter the
FOPS and are driven to the reamer.
Expanded metal hatches in the floor
can be lifted to service the cutters on
one section of the reamer at a time.
Redpath’s FOPS is available in two
models; as a unitized construction and
as a flat-pack that can be transported
through smaller mine openings and
then assembled where needed.
SHOTCRETE LINER
IMPROVEMENTS
We wanted to improve the process for
applying a shotcrete liner to a bored
raise, specifically the way the liner
thickness was being measured. The
shotcrete liner application is performed
with a spray gun and other hardware
which are installed on a single deck
stage and lowered in the raise. The
application is monitored and controlled
from the top, or from the collar of
the raise. We wanted to be able to
measure the thickness of the liner
as it was being applied, rather than
during a separate step after the fact.
We developed a system that uses a
number of time-of-flight laser sensors,
with a range of up to 3m and an
accuracy within 1 to 2mm. As with a
lot of commercial or industrial sensors,
the way the hardware was packaged
and powered had to be customized for
underground use. With four sensors in
a box mounted back-to-back, and two
boxes indexed on top of each other,
eight sensors now provide a highly
accurate reading of the liner thickness
for every 45 degrees. The sensors are
located on a swinging platform, just
behind the applied shotcrete liner.
In addition to the projects outlined
above, the R&D Department also
dedicates considerable efforts on
hardware and software solutions
aimed at automating certain functions
of our machines. More about that in a
future issue of Advance!

redpathmining.com

GLOBAL COMMUNITY
EUROPE
REDPATH DEILMANN LENDS GROUND FREEZING EXPERTISE
TO DUTCH TUNNEL PROJECT
HEAD OFFICE

Redpath Deilmann performs ground freezing work as part of the construction of the
"Rijnlandroute" in the Netherlands.

By: Thomas Ahlbrecht,
Vice-President Operations,
Redpath Deilmann GmbH

I

n April of 2020, Redpath Deilmann
together with DMI Injektionstechnik
from Berlin was awarded the contract
for ground freezing works at a tunnel
construction site in the Netherlands.
There are eight cross passages
between the two tunnel tubes to be
worked on. The drilling of the freeze
pipes was conducted by DMI, while
Redpath Deilmann performed the
ground freezing.
Close to the town of Leiden,
between the cities of Amsterdam
and The Hague in the province
of South Holland, construction of
the Autobahn and tunnel project
“Rijnlandroute” has been underway
since the beginning of 2017. The
tunnel is being built by “Comol
5”, an international partnership
between several companies from
the tunneling and civil engineering
industry. Responsible for the tunnel
construction is VINCI Construction
Grands Projets.
The Rijnland route consists of two
motorway tunnel tubes with a final
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diameter of 9.7m and a length of
2.25km. The tunnel will connect the
Dutch motorways A4 and A44 and is
supposed to decrease traffic through
the city. For this, two motorway
interchanges will also be built.
The two tunnel tubes are driven by a
hydro-shield tunnel boring machine
(TBM) by Herrenknecht. Both tunnel
tubes are now built and construction
of the road in the tunnel has started.
Project progress has been delayed
and halted several times due to
the COVID-19 pandemic and other
complications, by close to a year. The
final name of the tunnel is “CorbuloTunnel”, referencing the strong
Roman influence of the region during
antiquity.

The drilling work for the freeze pipes
was conducted with newly-acquired
drill rigs by DMI and executed with
great precision and performance.
There were tight spatial conditions
at the lower drill holes requiring
short drill mounts. At several cross
passages, the second tunnel tube
was not driven yet and the borehole
lengths had to be precisely adhered
to, otherwise the freeze pipes would
have collided with the TBM. This new
method was successfully realized
and all pipes were watertight and
precisely positioned.
At each cross-passage, a freeze
machine with a cooling power of
100kW was installed. Eight freeze
machines are in use simultaneously.
Once the freeze machines are set
up and put into operation, it takes
at least 40 days (around six weeks)
according to the calculations per
cross passage, until a sufficient
freeze body has developed between
the tunnel tubes.
Redpath Deilmann set up the freeze
machines and the temperature
measuring installation in the
boreholes, drilled for this purpose.
Since the freezing is hidden from
view, the development of the freeze
body can only be observed by
temperature measurements. The
measurements were presented daily
to the tunnel construction JV.
The construction of the cross
passages began in April 2021 and
was conducted by the client. Until
then, these cross passages were cut
and completely clad with concrete.
The ground-freezing work, with all
its phases (installation of the freeze
machine, freeze and sustaining
phase and demobilization), will
continue until the end of 2021.

The cross passage is excavated.
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EVOLUTION BATEMAN PROJECT

THE FUTURE IS GOLDEN IN RED LAKE
ROBIN FORSYTHE
Area Manager,
Redpath Canada
Limited

I

n 1957 McFinley Mines (1946)
Inc. excavated a 129m exploration
shaft, and conducted underground
diamond drilling. Work on the site
was limited until the early 80s when
magnetometer surveys, additional
diamond drilling and bulk sampling
activities took place. In 2002, Rubicon
Minerals acquired the property from
Phoenix Gold Mines, and completed
deepening of the original shaft to
730m by early 2015. Production of
the F2 deposit began in mid-2015,
and the mine poured its first bar of
gold in June; however, underground
operations ceased in November due
to realization that the geology of the
property’s main deposit (F2) was
much more complex than originally
expected.
With the goal of bringing the mine
back into production, Rubicon
developed a two-year exploration
plan and resumed diamond drilling
and bulk sampling work in April
2017. In July 2020, Rubicon Minerals
undertook a name change to Battle
North Gold Corporation (BNAU) and
in January 2021, BNAU awarded
Redpath the development of the
RUD-2042 Portal and Decline
Project.
The original project scope
included 1356m (678m each) of
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4.5m x 4.5m incline and portal/
decline development. Existing
shaft dimensions necessitated the
disassembly and lowering of the

incline fleet by crane via a 3.7m x
3.7m ventilation raise to the 305m
level where reassembly would take
place.
BNAU CRANE
18,000 tonne

HIGH LEVEL PROJECT SCOPE
SURFACE

678 METRES OF DECLINE

6M

ON

plus remucks, safety bays, magazines
and runway stops.

570 METRES OF INCLINE

Incline equipment
slung down
12x12' raise

TH

S

VENT
RAISE

183 mL

plus remucks and safety bays

244 mL

108 METRES OF INCLINE
plus 1 remuck and 4 safety bays

305 mL

DECLINE DEVELOPMENT
Decline crews and equipment began
arriving to site in mid-February,
during what would turn out to be the
coldest two weeks of the winter, with
an average daily low of below -30ᴼC.
Decline equipment was immediately
covered upon arrival and thawed by
heaters for up to 8 hours before it
could be started and unloaded from
floats. The first weeks on-site were
spent working on surface exposed to
the elements, battling frozen water
lines and ice buildup in airlines, while

Equipment
reassembled

extending services and completing
the ground support of the portal
entrance using handheld drills.
At the end of February, Mother
Nature finally relented allowing
crews some relief from the extreme
cold. The first portal round was
blasted on February 25th, and after
a ramp-up period of 3.7m/day, the
decline averaged a performance of
5.75m/day over the course of the
entire project with a peak average
of 7.0m/day achieved during the
first two weeks of May.

Evolution Mining’s Bateman
Project is located in the East
Bay of Ontario’s historic Red
Lake mining camp; the property
consists of 18 mining claims
originally staked by Findley
McCallum in 1926.

SAFETY - FIRST, LAST AND ALWAYS.
A focus on risk management and
engineered lift plans supported an
incident-free process for slinging
mobile equipment down the
ventilation raise.

The entire mobilization
process for the incline
equipment, including
reassembly and
commissioning, was
completed on schedule and
without incident.
INCLINE DEVELOPMENT
The mobilization of the incline fleet
required each piece of equipment
be broken down into individual
components weighing less than
18,000lb, and individual engineered
lift plans to be created for each lift.
Supported by Redpath's Engineering
Department and Mobile Shop,
the project’s maintenance team
completed this work prior to shipping
equipment from the Mobile Shop.
On March 11th the 18,000lb lift crane
began lowering the incline equipment
underground. Over a period of two
days, the crane lowered 37 individual
loads to the 305m level, where crews
received and staged the parts for
reassembly.
The entire mobilization process for
the incline equipment, including
reassembly and commissioning,
was completed on schedule and
without incident. Despite a successful
mobilization of equipment, early
development performance was limited
in the incline access. This was due
to extremely poor ultramafic talc
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ground conditions and inefficiencies
that existed in the mine infrastructure,
underground muck handling, and
water management systems.
Client representatives and Redpath
crews worked collectively to
eventually address many of these
issues. The efforts, combined with an
improvement in ground conditions,
allowed the access to ultimately
achieve the bid performance rate of
5.1m/day in August.
EVOLUTION MINING ASSIGNMENT
On May 19th, 2021, Battle North
Gold Corporation became an indirect
wholly-owned subsidiary of Evolution
Mining Limited. Under this new
assignment, Evolution requested
Redpath to continue the ramp
development to breakthrough and
begin mobilizing additional resources
required to operate the mine and
extract a 100kt bulk sample.

The final decline (breakthrough)
round was successfully blasted on
September 19th. Since then, crews
have been diligently preparing for
the next phase of the project which
will consist of approximately 1200m
of development and extraction of the
bulk sample.
There is also an exciting opportunity
to begin installing ground support
using a split-feed Jumbo. This
technique has proven very successful
overseas, but implementation in
Canada to-date has been limited.
We are very enthusiastic about
the potential advantages of this
method with respect to employee
health and safety and development
performance. In preparation for this,
several individuals have completed
off-site familiarization training, with
a full training program beginning
on-site concurrently with bulk sample
development and slashing work.
DECEMBER 2021
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ON-SITE: MINER DETAILS

WILL MCMILLAN,
Manager - Training,
Redpath Canada
Limited

SPLIT-FEED JUMBO BOLTER
AN INTERNATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED METHODOLOGY
USED BY REDPATH ACROSS THE
GLOBE

T

he mining industry is everevolving and Redpath
consistently leads the way in
proactively adapting to the industry’s
dynamic changes in technology and
methodologies. One thing
that has

always remained constant at Redpath
is our absolute priority to ensure
the safety of our people. Redpath’s
split-feed Jumbo bolter fleet helps us
accomplish just that, in addition to
providing a wide range of productivity
and versatility benefits.
Mining equipment has come a long
way, and I have personally witnessed
the shift over the years. From
handheld pneumatic drills, manual
processes with scissor-lifts and the
mechanized bolter with elevated work
platforms, to this improved method
of bolting with the Jumbo which
increases worker safety tenfold. I
saw its benefits first-hand in the early
2000s while working on Canadian
projects with this machine.
The main element of worker safety
that bolting with the splitfeed Jumbo has
enhanced, is that
the methodology
significantly
reduces
worker
exposure
by

placing operators and helpers at a
safer distance from unsupported
ground. In addition, there is no
exposure to working at heights as
you find when utilizing a raised work
platform.
Traditional methods require workers
to frequently handle welded wire
mesh manually, increasing their risk
of musculoskeletal and repetitive
strain injuries. Now, with the splitfeed Jumbo bolter, this risk
is minimized by putting
operators under engineered
FOPS (Falling Object
Protective Structures),
providing increased
protection with safety glass
and windshield guards.
The Jumbo bolter’s
enclosed cab is
another aspect that
enhances safety.
The closed cab
reduces the
operator’s
exposure
to a variety
of mine
conditions
including dust,
noise, heat and cold, as
well as rock bursts, fall
of ground, and seismicity.
While scaling, a worker

IMPROVED
SAFETY

ENHANCED
VERSATILITY

OPTIMIZED
PRODUCTIVITY
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Will McMillan operating one of the
Redpath-owned Jumbo bolters at a
Canadian mine.

is no longer exposed to flying debris.
The cab’s ergonomic design also
increases the operator’s comfort
level.
Safety is also dramatically increased
for the offsider, thanks to the boom-

isolation system. Where previously
the offsider would be exposed
to a moving boom that was only
controlled by the operator, the Jumbo
bolter requires the offsider to place
the booms in a zero-energy state
prior to approaching. The split-feed
Jumbo bolters are also equipped
with a proximity detection system
that further protects the worker if
the boom isolation switch is not
activated or inoperable. If a worker
were to pass through the detection
laser’s path, the machine would
immediately shut down, preventing
any inadvertent movements.
Here at Redpath, we also know
that safety and production must go
hand-in-hand, and that you can’t have
one without the other. In addition to
enhancing safety, these machines
also have several features that
contribute to maximized productivity.
The main productivity benefit lies in

Fosters a safer, more efficient
ground support methodology that
improves productivity.
Reduces worker exposure to:
Unsupported ground
Ground failure events
(rock burst, falls of ground, seismicity)
Working at heights
Congested elevated platforms
Handheld drills
Several equipment safety features
Falling Object Protective Structure (FOPS)
Safety glass with protective guard
Proximity detection system
Boom isolation system
Increased visibility with additional light bar
High definition camera to aid in workplace inspection
Boom length ensures worker is further back from
unsupported ground
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the fact that where previously multiple
pieces of equipment were needed
to complete the job, the split-feed
Jumbo bolter eliminates one of those
pieces, allowing for significant up-front
capital and time savings. In fact, the
numerous benefits of this machine
have proven to decrease cycle times
in a variety of countries around the
globe. Redpath has worked with these
machines for several decades in
multiple countries including Indonesia,
Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan, Australia,
Canada and the United States. We
have developed comprehensive
training packages for both operators
and offsiders to support safe
production at many project sites.
We are confident that our growing
fleet of Jumbo bolters will continue to
play an instrumental role in Redpath’s
successful delivery and implementation
of projects around the world.

Supports the back, walls and face
without the use of multiple pieces
of equipment.
Utilizing the Jumbo enables:
Installation of various types of ground support
Installation of ground support in face
Installation of ground support in a safety bay
Drilling and installation of secondary ground
support i.e. cable bolts, Super Swellex
Installation of ground support in large
excavations

The Jumbo optimizes
productivity:
Allows for increased cycle times
One piece of equipment utilized for ground
support installation and drilling off rounds
Less maneuvering of equipment for the
mining cycle in the headings
More consistent work methodology
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ON-SITE: MINER DETAILS
MAKSIM YASKEVICH
Chief Engineer,
Redpath Deilmann
GmbH

NEXT MILESTONE AT
NEZHINSKY: INSTALLATION
OF SHAFT STEEL

A

fter completing all shaft sinking
and lining work with an SBR
(Shaft Boring Roadheader) at the
Nezhinsky Mine potash deposit in
the Republic of Belarus, Redpath
Deilmann GmbH started the
permanent equipping of cage and
skip shafts. The key shaft furniture
difference between the shafts is that
the cage shaft was equipped by using
the console method, whereas the
rigid-bunton method was used for the
skip shaft (see Illustration 1). A local
engineering company (contracted
CAGE SHAFT

by client) in close cooperation with
Redpath Deilmann has designed the
hoisting system as well as shaft steel.
The shafts are 8m in finished internal
diameter. The skip shaft is 725m
deep. The cage shaft is 697m deep.
The total weight of steelwork for the
skip shaft is around 1400 tons and
580 tons for the cage shaft. Redpath
Deilmann has 110 workers and 21
engineers directly involved in this
installation at both shafts.
Following the SWOT approach (Start
Well On Time), Redpath Deilmann
GmbH's engineering and mechanical
department had completed the
manufacturing drawings for the
Galloways a year prior to starting
the work. The Galloways are the
most important tools for a successful
execution of the work.
Redpath Deilmann selected an
upwards method for the installation
of shaft furniture, followed by the
dismantling of the Galloways on the
surface. This allows for significant
time savings during the re-equipment
of a shaft, from sinking to equipping
phase.
After studying and analyzing the
project documentation, the work
preparation department determined
the main phases of the shaft furniture
installation, as seen in Illustration 2.

SKIP SHAFT

Illustration 2:

- Transporting shaft
furniture parts
from warehouse to
construction site

Illustration 1: Shaft furniture schemes
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Preparation:
- Placements of shaft
furniture parts at
construction site
- Lowering into shaft

Galloway for the skip shaft

The technical requirements of the
project documentation were further
studied and elaborated. The features
of the system were examined and the
best solutions for its implementation
were found.
In order to avoid discrepancies in the
work and to ensure that the tasks
to be carried out by the workforce
were clearly defined, all processes,
including safety measures, were
explained in detail individually to each
employee before the work started.

During the shaft
furniture installation of
two shafts, not a single case
of violation of occupational
health and safety requirements
was reported, nor was there
a single accident or other
incident recorded.

- Marking of installation
points in shaft by the
survey service
- Drilling of holes

SHAFT FURNITURE
INSTALLATION
PROCESS

- Handover of installed
layer to client's technical
supervision service

- Installation of shaft
furniture parts
- Surveyor controls if
accurate

- Fixing the shaft
furniture parts together
- Welding works
- Anti-corrosive protection

HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF
THE MAIN PROCESSES:
The shaft furniture parts were laid
on the surface in a certain order
to allow for a better descent into
the shaft;
The shaft furniture that was to
be welded together had been
pre-scrubbed to a certain grade
before being lowered into the
shaft;
In the shaft, on the Galloway,
workers were divided into several
groups to carry out specific tasks;
The first group of workers
was engaged in preparatory
work - pre-drilling of holes and
installation of the layer's support
structures;
The second group of workers
participated in the installation of
cantilevers/buntons, guides and
the preliminary connection of
the shaft furniture parts to each
other;
The third group of workers
implemented electric and gas
welding, followed by application
of the anticorrosive protection/
covering.
In this way, the basic flow of work
execution was built, which was
carried out on all work decks of
the Galloway simultaneously.
This resulted in all temporary and
forced downtime being reduced
to a minimum or eliminated
completely.
The quality control phase of the
work is also worth highlighting.
For this purpose, individual work
instructions were developed, and
each employee was familiarized
with them, followed by a
knowledge test on the correct
handling of the installation work.
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Drilling in the concrete section to
install support structures

Marking the drilling points

KEY POINTS IN QUALITY CONTROL WHEN CARRYING OUT WORK:
•

Checking the tightening torques
of bolted connections;

•

Adhesion and thickness control
of the applied anticorrosive
protection;

•

Radiographic and ultrasonic
inspection of the welded
connections;

•

Mechanical testing of the anchor
connections in contact with the
concrete lining;

•

Hydraulic testing of the flange
connections of the fire pipeline;

•

Surveyоr’s control of an accurate
installation of shaft furniture
elements (guides, buntons);

It is also noteworthy that during the
shaft furniture installation of two
shafts, not a single case of violation
of occupational health and safety
requirements was reported, nor
was there a single accident or other
incident recorded.
Due to the competence, great
diligence, professionalism, high
qualification and dedication of all
employees of Redpath Deilmann,
a favourable environment and
atmosphere was created at the
construction site of the Nezhinsky
mining and processing plant. This
resulted in a perfect execution of the
project, with a significant advance in
the contract schedule.

NEZHINSKY MINE SHAFT ADVANCEMENTS

24M / DAY
(380m/month) in the cage shaft

8M / DAY
(200m/month) in the skip shaft
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GUEST SPOTLIGHT
INTRODUCING THREE FEMALE REDPATHERS FROM REDPATH INDONESIA (PTRI)

JAKARTA
PAPUA

YE

A

WITH
REDPATH

HELLO!
NANCY EMMERTON
Director of PTRI
located on-site at the Freeport
project in Papua, Indonesia.

Q. What do you like best about
working at Redpath PTRI?
I knew Redpath from my first minesite based position. What grabbed
me was the work ethic and the
pride of work well done. I knew
immediately that this was a company
I would be challenged and happy
working with.
When I initially commenced mine-site
based work in Indonesia 25 years
ago, I was an anomaly. I was the
only woman working in operations
management for many years and
to a large extent I championed
the introduction of women in the
workplace here. Statistically women
are still a rarity on the mine site,
however the doors have been
cracked open. Redpath in Indonesia
employs women primarily in mineoffice based roles due to legislative
constraints. My greatest pride
is the national workforce, their
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SANTHYANE HALIM
Financial Controller
located at the Jakarta office.
YE

A

WITH
REDPATH

HELLO!
IRAWATI SAHARA BRIST
Senior Supervisor Expatriate
Administration
located on-site at the Freeport
mine in Papua, Indonesia.
Q. How did you start in the
mining industry?
I started in the mining industry
as an admin of medical
evacuations with International
SOS at the Freeport Hospital in
Tembagapura.
Q. What do you like best about
working at Redpath PTRI?
My job at Redpath has given me
opportunities to develop myself
professionally through training
and unique work assignment. At
the PTRI administrative office we
are not just doing “business as
usual” work but we also have fun
at community events sponsored
by the company. Redpath is not
just a workplace, to me Redpath
is also a family.

A

HELLO!
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YE

WITH
REDPATH

ability to work successfully within a
multicultural workforce, adapting to
foreign work standards and ethics
and gaining the skills that see them
increasingly take over the roles of
expatriates.

Q. How did you start in the mining
industry?
I started out working in the
construction industry in Australia,
a challenging environment that
provided a knowledge base
peppered with transferable skills
making for a relatively easy transition
to mine-construction services and
Redpath.

3

Redpath Indonesia
is a company I am
proud to be a part of.

RS

RS
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Q. How did you start in the mining
industry?
That was 12 years ago when I worked
for a company that manufactured
engines for the mining industry.
Travelling to mine sites in remote
areas was a life-enriching experience.
It gave me a wider knowledge base
and made me fall in love with this
industry.
Q. What do you like best about
working at Redpath PTRI?
Redpath is a big contractor at
Freeport Indonesia. I like the
company's values, especially how
Redpath employees are recognized
as the company’s biggest asset and
the safety focus in everything we do.
The year-end gatherings at Redpath
are always memorable, when all
of us have lunch with our families.
Members from the management team
in Canada have also attended this
event. It feels very special because
all the families blend together, I can
feel the bonding between us. Usually
this is the moment when we celebrate
the successes during the year, and
commit to continuous improvement
the following year.

Redpath is not just
a workplace, to me
Redpath is also a family.
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